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SENDING THE YOUNGER SON ACROSS THE WIDE SARGASSO SEA:
THE NEW COLONIZER ARRIVES
Moira Ferguson
Against the grain of apparent authorial intention, Jean Rhys's Wide Sargasso
Sea (1966) narrates the post-emancipationist subversion by Jamaican and Dominican
communities of gender and colonial relations.^ Although the novel overtly
represents renegotiated colonial relations between the colonizer and the now
freed but still colonized that depend on a patriarchal, politic, the text covertly
intimates that the black communities drove out the English and the white creoles.
In other words, freed slaves rejected the new economic order of society based on
capital accumulation by residual ex-plantocrats and their allies.
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Let me briefly recapitulate significant points. Jean Rhys is reconstructing
Jane Eyre from the point of view of Edward Rochester's wife, Antoinette, later.
Bertha Cosway Mason Rochester (Part One), then from Rochester's point of view
(Part Two), and lastly from the perspective of both Antoinette and Grace Poole,
her keeper after Rochester has locked Antoinette in an attic on his English ’
estate. (For convenience, I refer to the multiply-named female protagonist as
Antoinette.) Part One concerns Antoinette's childhood and marriage at the
y.
CouldLbrl estate near Spanish Town, Jamaica; her special relationships with
Afrlcan-Carlbbeans, friend Tla and nurse Christophine; her mother Annette's
marriage to Richard Mason after the death of .her father, Mr. Cosway, following
...
emancipation; the burning of Coullbrl by freçd slaves; and Annette Cosway Mason's‘
psychic disintegration. Part Two narrates the honeymoon of Antoinette and
'
Rochester in Granbols, Dominica, their interactions with the servants Amélie and .
Christophine, and with Daniel Cosway, who claims controversially that he is also
’iV.
the son by a black woman of Antoinette's father. Part Three sketches
Antoinette's in^risonment in the attic of Rochester's English "Great House,.* .her
torching of that house, and her fatal jiunp. In contrast to this narrative of'
complex Brltlsh-Carikbean interrelations, Charlotte Brontë's text nearly sllenc|sat| it'
Bertha 'Rochester - never naming her - and comments only briefly on Rochester's
n>3rriage to this white creole heiress. Rochester is‘traditionally configured aa.
a tragic hero, victim of a trick marriage.
I*

Precipitating the focal action in Wide Sêtrgasso Sea are the Rochesters, a
well-connected British faultily, contemptuous of a meretricious plantocracy but not^c'|
above exploiting its vulnerable heiresses. (I call the family the Rochesters^an<íl¿i.
the protagonist Edward Rochester, following Jean Rhys 's notes for the novel, ancl.
her transparent reinterpretation of Jane Eyre.) Capitalizing ôn their statua",
male family members are bent on usurping and administering estates and fortunes, jÿ,
if not restoring the political power of a vanquished and vanishing pre
emancipation planter class.
Duty bound to the law of the father, younger son Edward Rochester journeys
Spanish Town as a potential speculator in order to expropriate through marriage
the inheritance of an unknown woman. In Kenneth Ramchand's words, Jean Rhys "is
building upon a typical situation in island history - the marrying of Creole
heiresses for their dowry by indigent, but socially well-connected younger
sons.»2
This updated form of Caribbean predation had become common in the years
following the passage of the Emancipation Bill in 1834 and is inscribed in the

„

action« of Edward Rochester's predecessor, his economic forefather of sorts, the
heiress's stepfather, Mr. Masoii. The community observes these white goings-on.
Rochester came, comments a cynical black wedding guest, to "make money cheap as
they all do. Some of the big estates are going cheap, and one unfortunate's loss
is always a clever man's gain* (30). With the encouragement of the unscrupulous
Richard Mason, stepbrother of his bride-to-be, Rochester has successfully drawn
the heiress Antoinette Cosway Mason Into a vestigial, feudal purchase economy
that can only purport to be a market economy, given the precarious oppositions
between freed slaves and former slave-owners within Jamaican and Dominican
culture.
In a mental letter to his father, Edward acknowledges his role as an obedient
son. He accedes to coercion but cannot entirely stifle his opposition, let alone
his suppressed desires:
Dear Father. The thirty thousand pounds have been paid to me
without question or condition. No provision made for her (that
must be seen to). I have a modest conpetence now. I will'neverbe a disgrace to you or to my dear brother the son you love. No
begging letters, no mean requests. None of the furtive shabby
manoeuvres of a younger son. I have sold my soul*or you have
sold it, and after all is it such a bad bargain? The girl is
'
thought to be beautiful, she is beautiful. And yet ... (70)
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Less, savory aspects of the transaction, absent in these ruminations, is supplied
later in a conversation overheard by Antoinette between Richard Mason and her '
Aunt Cora, ironically a former slave-owner:
"It's disgraceful,* she said. "It's shameful. You are handing
over everything the child owns to a perfect stranger. Your
father would never have allowed it. She should bo protected, *
legally. A settlement can be arranged and it should be "arranged.
That was his intention.* ...
•'
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He told her for God's sake shut >up you old fool and banged
the door when he left. So angry that he did not notice me ^
' standing in the passage. She was sitting up in bed when I went
into her room. "Halfwit that the boy is, or pretends to be. I
do not like what I have seen of this honourable gentleman.
Stiff. Hard as a board and stupid as a foot, in my opinion,*'
except where his own interests are concerned.'!'’
'(114-15y
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As an investor in women, Edward Rochester can think'only in commerciar'€bnss
that highlight ,hls privileged Anglo-Saxon heritage; he cannot face, he even
t®verses, the implications of his own acts: *^"I have not bought her. She has
^ught me, or so she-thinks* (10).}- He thinks he hears"a debased French patois'
vken he hears a complex creole language. What he interprets as inexplicable t .n
'blanks in my mind* signify his ignorance, his immersion in the ethic of an
^^‘‘Pmrial country, a steadfast denial of historical facts.
•
^
Antoinette is the site of negotiations of power between Rochester and Mason,
^®^®closlng structures protested by herself and Aunt Cora'. To her step-brothe'ir''
*be Is dispensable property that can be bartered for a respectable lineage,'
*°®*thing resident plantocrats rarely possessed, but always craved. A handy
'
'commodity, she affords Edward Rochester's father an opportunity to get the
younger son rich quick.^ Male traders, at the wedding are mute about the

wedding*8 nisoa d'ètre, though the groom disclosea a sense of his function in an
unselfconscious act of displacement when he talks wryly of planters:
I remember
tablets on
generation
resting in

little of the actual ceremony. Marble memorial
the walls commemorating the virtues of the last
of planters. All benevolent. All slave-otmera. All
peace. (77)
»

Since Victorian proprieties demand that he stay a seemly amount of time to
lend an air of respectability to the marriage, the ill-fitted pair travel,
together with an African-Carlbbean retinue, to the bride's mother's small estate
in Dominica. After Daniel Cosway "interrupts'* their honeymoon, however, with
allegations about Antoinette's mad family and his own familial connections,
>
discord In^lodes, then explodes and never ceases: "I am your wife's brother by
another lady, half-way house as we say. . . . They are white, I am coloured.
They are rich, I am poor* (96-97).
At any rate, in Dominica, Edward's objectification of Antoinette as a
marketable item is matched by his general attitude toward the black population.
His insecurities are expressed in anxious body language, obvious to everyone but
his unseeing self. "Sometimes a sidelong look or a sly knowing glance disturbed
me* (90), he confesses, with no cognizance of his own provocation, the bait of
his very presence. He conducts himself as a latter-day Robinson Crusoe, forcibly
shipwrecked at his family's instigation among diverse inferiors.^ Even one of
the songs the couple share features a character named Robin, invoking CrusoeRochester's Imperial encounter, his quest for entire, his preternatural solltude{lf^^‘>
.-ï-îA
- colonial beginnings that turn out catastrophically for Edward Rochester.
•sì»

In dread of losing control and oblivious to his pernicious and plural
interpellations vis-à-vis freed slaves and his newly acquired wife and family
network, Rochester's only outlet is self-communion about felt hostility. He
never acknowledges that he is married to the daughter of a former slave-owning
family, even when he sarcastically notes .her casual benevolence toward black
servants. To permit any circulation of this history would amount to con^llcity
in Institutionalized colonialism. Ironically, of course, and perhaps also
symbolically, his actions echo his father's and are scarcely distinguishable fr:»,|^ÿ^
traditional, old man Cosway-llke, plantocratie conduct. Small wonder that
Rochester ends up longing for the night and sex since' his only formulated plan,
as he states in his opening lines, is to advance and retreat. Awaiting the right
moment to retreat without losing face, he marks time while taking full advantage
of his new status as husband.
ot
When Daniel Cosway's letter disrupts their nightly sexual stupors, Rochestej^^^
seizes upon it as the perfect excuse to sail away even more hastily than he h a d ^ ^ ¿
planned. .The mirroring of his palpable greed in Conway's own opportunistic ploj^ll^
is beyond Rochester's perception. For Daniel Cosway has confirmed one of
Rochester's sK>8t overt .fears: that he has married into a miscegenous faMly,-ithwbb<l?
his white colonial vision is a fraud, that the source of his ill-gotten affluenöj|^^
is, in his eyes, tainted. Consequently, the fact that he feels an uneasy
attraction for the island and its way of life, as well as for his wife, somewhat;]|^^,
destabilizes him and wrestles his horror at Cosway's apparent revelations. Be
cannot think straight. (Even at the end, after he has abandoned the Caribbean:?(A<^«^
for Britain and joined the absentee landlord class, aping old planters and
betraying total alienation, he imagines that he is emotionally proffering
Antoinette one. last chance. Or he tells himself that he does. Colonial
narcissism dictates that she should read his mind. Overseer Baptiste is^ left^dn^'^^
Rochester's place at Granbois after Rochester's humiliating colonial exodus.}. M .
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But a nagging question erupts here. Why does Jean Bhys choose the moment
ifhen Rochester Is surrounded by black-Islanders - historically constituted as
overground maroons ~ to kill off his father and brother? Is It slnqjly a need of
the plot to have Edward Rochester rich In his own right or does It presage his
3wn future fall?
*

Contextualizing Daniel Cosway's letter explicates Rochester's fear of an
oppositional environment. After 1834, when slaves were legally free, planter
mlcldes were not uncommon. Legal■compensation they received often had to be
>ald to Insistent credltdrs, and sugar prices rocketed.^ By 1847, 140 sugar
^states had been abandoned, several of them "miserable worthless places thrown up
n consequence of being plunged In debt long before the abolition of slavery."^
state values collapsed:
. . . 64 petitions of Insolvency have been filed; estate after
estate thrown upon the market, and no purchaser found. Even
where there has been no Insolvency, many estates have been
abandoned from the Inability to raise money on the faith of the "’sf
«
coming crop . . . Within the last few weeks Jordan Hill estate .
. . with a crop of 450 to 500 hogsheads on the ground, and on. .
which about £1,500 were expended last year. In laying down tram ;
, s'
roads . . . has been sold for £4,000. This sale has taken place,
.. ;
not under an Insolvency or bankruptcy, nor to meet the pressure
of creditors, but by persons o£ wealth and respectability; and
men here wonder, not at the sacrifice of the vendors so much as
the rashness of the purchaser.^
'
In 1848 Thomas McCormack, a well-known Jamaica estate owner for forty years,.
cut his own throat in December 1848 after a period of .severe ?
mental depression and immediately following the destruction of i
his megass house at Stanton by the work of an Incendiary. A year . s
earlier, sixteen Jamaica plaiiters who owned nineteen estates free '.inti's*'
of debt of encumbrance and leased another thirteen declared . *
themselves unable to cultivate for another year and Incapable, 7«. nqt )
■' without credit, of taking off the existing crop.^
»^
Furthermore, estate owners In Dominica, like Rochester, fared even worse,
ther reason why Daniel Cosway's exposé bedevils Rochester. The niunber of
ual resident proprietors did not exceed two. As contenqporary John Davy -i'
res, "In a recent communication from thence, it is ‘stated that the number of
Ident proprietors (worthy'of the name) does not exceed two.*^ Being
.
numbered by angry slaves or freed blacks was a cplonizèr's nightmare.
Other estate-owners were absentee landlords. Davy continues "Of the other
33, - the white Inhabitants and the planters, I can give but little
ormatlon, having, though twice In the island, but only a few hours, bad no
^rtunlty to become acquainted with them. Of the proprietors of estates, most
-he English, are I believe, absentees* (504). Demoralization among despised
:e property-owners In Dominica makes Rochester's near-paranola and soclo'-ural paralysis a standard reaction for his class:
..

jK

Neither In the official reporte on the state of the Island, or In --ftii «
conversation with those connected with It, have I been 2d>le to
find any proof of advancing Intelligent exertion similar to that
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wltneasad in Barbados, Antigua, and St. Kitts. No attempt that I
have heard of has been made to form an agricultural society, or
to establis)i-a library, or, in brief, to accon^llsh anything
tending to promote the advancement of knowledge, the acquisition
of science^ without which, how is it possible at the present time
that any people can be successful, even as regards the lowest,
their worldly and material Interests! I may perhaps, in making
these statements, appear to those acquainted with the island, to
express myself too strongly. Inasmuch as an effort has been made
within the last few years to Institute in the town of Roseau, a
higher school than the ordinary ones, an academy or grammar
sçhool, intended for the education of the children of the upper
class; but even this, though aided by a propoirtionally large
annual grant of money from the island treasury, does not appear
to have been successful, and has been considered by those who
ought to be competent judges, the Lieut. Governor and Governor
General as ill-timed and injudicious.
Burnt estates became familiar signifiera of historical resistance and revenge, of
a celebratory, post-emancipation landscape. "Certainly," muses Edward Rochester,
"many of the old estate houses were burned. You saw ruins all over :the place"
(133). In point of historical fact, Jamaica and Dominica, the only named
Caribbean locales, had mounted severe, unprecedented opposition to the white
plantocracy.
S'?-'
■^3

Constantly shifting colonial relations made for a traumatized childhood for
Antoinette Cosway. She grew up lonely and increasingly introspective, able to do
little else than internalize the opprobrium of formerly colonized people on whose
company and friendship she depended. But realistically, as she sadly confesses,
her childhood friend Tla and others "hated us. They called us white cockroaches
. . . Nobody wants you" (23). At other times, whites were disparaged as
centipedes who required eradication. One black witness to the fire on the ^ '
Coulibrl estate explains the need to demolish their presence this way: "You mash
centipede, mash it, leave one little piece and it'grow again" (43).'= The
>
population is acutely aware of Imperial bonds and continuities. The glacis that ,
Annette Cosway paces provides another negative plantocratie association: "The
glacis, we know, was the wide stone platform for drying coffee. On Sundays and
holidays it was here that the slaves would gather to play music and dance.
name of the home Itself, Coulibrl, quietly rebukes its plantocratie linkage. .Tbe\
word derives from a Dominican word - 'cou* - for the Great House of the whiter (
plantation owner; -melllfluously and ironically it is yoked to a version of <
"libre," French adjective for free. * (The related "colibri," an Antillean woztt’i«
well, is the French for hummingbird.)
*

.
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By the time Edward Rochester appears, Antoinette has become so immune to'h4
status as victim that she acquiesces to the marriage after one bold but short**’^
lived refusal pressed by Aunt Cora. On their‘honeymoon, Antoinette almost,
joyously acknowledges his power over her. After he has tran^led the wedding
wreath of frangipani, one of the multiple metonyms for the Island's cryptic
beauty that eludes and confuses him, she somewhat coyly declares: "'You look llkÉI
a king, an en^ror.' ... she knelt near me [continues Rochester] and wiped my^^
face with .her handkerchief" (73-74).. >■■:»> »*
a.. ,
.<■
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Antoinette haa embraced one of the few apacea a powerleaa woman can occupy that of the aexually dealrable female - now that ahe haa married and thereby
relinquiahed her inheritance. In thia one reapect, although ahe ia not
oatenaibly forced, her abort, ardently aexual relationahip to the "maater”
reaemblea a familiar aapect of the relationahip many female slavea endured with
white ownera.
But thia union, tenuoua at beat, needa very little to fracture it, at leaat
from Rocheater'a point of view. The accuaatory .letter he receivea from Daniel
Coaway, claiming he ia Antoinette'a atepbrother doea the trick. Thia atranger'a
claim to kinahip meana Rocheater not only married into a family in which mother
Annette and aon Pierre are mentally unatable, but he alao, juat aa much, probably
more to hla chagrin, married into a family of color. Nhen hia anger burata, he
cornea in touch with a hiatorical conpllcity that he haa vehemently auppreaaed.
In that aenae, Coaway'a confeaaion enablea Rocheater'a aelf-confrontation.
At thia point, Rhys invites the reader (assumed white) to sympathize with
Antoinette even more rouslngly, her chance of a happy life disastrously thwarted ^
once again. After the profuse indignities already perpetrated'on this innocent
planter's daughter, Daniel Coaway's letter is the last straw. (Antoinette's
status as a planter's daughter is metonymlcally linked to the painting of "The
Miller's Daughter" on the wall at Coullbrl that is destroyed in the fire. She is ^
first framed and objectified, then burned unrecognizably in the final fire.) She
is, after all, a white creole who sometimes empathizes with ex-slaves. Unlike
iinreconstructed Rochester, Antoinette'nurtures a form of post-emancipation selfknowledge: "No more slavery" she says at one point, "why should anybody work?
This [that Coullbrl Estate had gone wild like the garden] never saddened me. I
did not remember the place when it was prosperous" (19). Elicited empathy for
Antoinette as victim aside, the text also rationalizes her classic plantocratie
attitudes that challenge her assimilative desires. In two minor, seemingly
unrelated incidents, Antoinette's apparent conflict betrays some of Rhys's
personal conflicts regarding white creole ideology. In the first instance, an
*'*
enraged Antoinette decries childhood friend Tia as a "cheating nigger, " an
outburst excused on the grounds of fatigue.: More In^ortantly, Rhys suggests that
Anitoinette's family bears a dual responsibility: they violate her emotional
bounciaries so cavalierly that she vents ‘at least ^understandable if not nearjustifiable anger on her young friend.
The next Instance involves an exchange between Antoinette and the major black
character in the text. Christophine, Antoinette's nurse and confidant.
Antoinette finds Christophine waiting for her after she visits her troubled
»" ^
-nother, Annette: "'What you want to go up there for?.' '[Christophine] said, and I said, 'You shut up devil, damned black devil from Hell'" (134-35).
v
Antoinette's longing for close friendship with Tia and Christophine, then,
'
''as to be juxtaposed against prejudicial remarks that pop out when Antoinette
-eels frustrated or agonized. Her status as victimized creole, the silent
argument seems to be, permits such indulgence. Its justlTce never becomes an
-saue for whites. Antoinette's largesse toward indigent Afrlcan-Caribbeans,
^athingly disparaged by Rochester, her beautiful attire Imported from the "Baris
^ the West Indies," while troped as evidence of a new self-respect, specify the
-7delible, colonizing mentality of a family who has expropriated Caribbean land,
’ney, and labor over centuries.
'
í-'Bven her munificence is hollower than she realizes because, although
’Chester bides his time and meditates about the time being "not yet" (meaning it
' not yet time to control her), her money now legally belongs to him. Also

unbeknownst to naïve Antoinette, the community pockets the «cockroach’s*
(Antoinette’s) handouts with derision. And how could they not; she reaps w ^
her family has sown, her inheritance of their attitudes in mediated
transparent. However, it is also true that her mother, Annette Cosway, chides
Richard Mason, her second husband, for his distorted views of the Mrican
Caribbean population and for racist language. By transversing such complex
attitudes, Rhys disallows an easy decoding of Antoinette as an unregenerate
planter’s daughter. Polyphony abounds as nuanced subtexts sidle into the overt
text, author and characters at odds with each other.
Antoinette belongs to no one and belongs nowhere. Her self-alienation
unremitting, her subject position such that she grasps
^ ^
the moment. A despised, unwilling wife, she feels a commonality with others whom s
Rochester directly and indirectly oppresses. A victim of historical
^
circumstance, she exists in the margins of everyone else’s lives. Her dreams
betray inner conflicts, mental debate about what existences she can and should
live out, their enactment an unconscious parody of Christophine’s spiritual
practices. Mostly they foretell Rochester’s imminent menacing, his design to
-A
subsume her. But Antoinette never surrenders. She hails, after all, from stock o
who had hung on to the bitter end in. slave colonies and had emancijiation thrust
upon them. In the last dream, she means to rout him singlehandedly, though it .is .
ends up as a pyrrhic victory for both. At her most dehumanized, incarcerated in
perpetuity, she finally defines herself by leaping decisively toward Tia and
life-in-death.
~

*

To recap: Wide Sargasso Sea has evolved as a struggle between old and new
colonial enemies who act defensively toward African-Caribbeans and each other.
Antoinette envies others’ lives and feels excluded and by turns forlorn or
arrogant; Rochester knows that his wife as well as the community have rejected
him and fluctuates between an aggrieved self-importance and desire for revenge.
The couple negotiate their marital relationship almost as if the old colonizer^issiî^i
awaits reconstruction by the heir apparent. In Rhys*^ formulation, the old and
«
now effete plantocracy is appropriately feminized while its usurpers are properly
male. In the meantime, the formerly colonized, bent on self-determination,
exercise diverse psychological pressure on the pair.
Daniel Cosway, the black servant, Amélie, and Christophine - to take the most J'
prominent examples - mount telling attacks on Rochester, whose Eurocentricity
v
V>1
him to their interconnections. His first move is to transform Daniel
Cosway’s damning .letter that explains his family connections into an Accusation
against Antoinette and his general situation; the letter in fact becomes his
rationale for doing what his opening words in Dominica purport; to adventure
the Caribbean, acquire a fortune, and withdraw. Cosway’s letter serves to rock ^
Rochester’s efforts to institute a new set of colonial and patriarchal relations,it precipitates a struggle to the death between the white pseudo-elite and the #
black communities. Rochester is forced to face the fact that he cannot const^
his environment as he desires; he cannot refashion a pre-emancipation colonial «
scenario. Daniel Cosway confronts Rochester with ambiguous speculations as weir
as facts; he locates Rochester in a new vantage-point by problematizing his
?
relationship to the African-Caribbean community. The letter represents as yet . *
unspoken versions of events hitherto «told* univocally by Rochester and
'
Antoinette.
*
Rochester’s Jamaican and Dominican environments now speak polyphonically'an.
expose mythologies he has been nurturing about unilateral power. His
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anticipation that nighttime will bring aexual aafety turna out to be juat aa
unreallatlc aa Mr. Maaon'a anticipation that all will be well the night Coulibri
burna to the ground. The new colonial order is ao patently out of touch that
they have to be almost physically expelled before they will appraise fundamental
changes in material relations. This new dispensation longs to live in a past
they can control.
Staff members at Granbois, the Dominican estate, and in particular the
^^^®***“Caribbean women, sabotage Rochester's planned expropriation of CoswayMason land and money. They resemble servants at Coulibri like Myra who overheard
and presumably acted upon Mason's talk of "import[ing] coolies ... from the East
Indies, (35). Their tactics range from poison, medicine, and spiritual
practices to eavesdropping, games of trickery, withdrawal of labor power,
psychological manoeuvres, and sex.
From the first day of the honeymoon. Christophine subverts any hope Rochester
might have cherished for a smooth life. The night they arrive, the honeymooners «
might toast "to our love and the day without end which would be tomorrow,*'»«but in »
that very tomorrow, Rochester discovers he cannot do as he chooses: "[I wanted
to] take her in my arms ... [and] undo the careful plaits" (84). Instead, ^ •.
Christophine serves thfem breakfast, even though Antoinette införms Rochester that
she has sent her servant away twice (84). When he comes out of the bathroom.
Christophine invites (taunts) him to "Taste my bull's blood, master" (85).''«.She rtt
challenges the primacy of his authority, reappropriates it to (for) herself.
Internally he castigates "their lying talk" as she goes on to reprimand him.about
the mess he has created: "it bring cockroach in the house" (85). Thus
's '
Christophine warns him that if he acts typically (like a cockroach, a troublesome
nocturnal peat who hides in moist places during the day), he will reap a grim
harvest.
^
Christophine 's signifying name should have put Rochester on guard, but'his ic .•
nsensltivity to the world around him occluded such vision. Certainly Jean Rhys
alerts the reader, through nomenclature, of Christophine's power. A
christophine, or choco, is a common Caribbean plant with a wholesome, beautiful,
and succulent fruit. It has a particularly striking feature - the growth of
tendrils which enable it to spread anywhere. A variant of Christophine is a
:hayote, which mimes in reverse phonemes the name of neighboring St. Vincent
laroon revolutionary hero Joseph Chatoyer. A famous letter found in Joseph
Chatoyer's pocket after he was killed in battle by a British Major Leith in St.
aneent in 1795 exhorted: "We do swear that both fire and sword shall be employed
gainst them [the white British], that we are going to burn their estates, and
cat we will murder their wives and children, in order to annihilate their
ace."12

'■U-*
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In rage at one point, Rochester refers to Christophine as "Josephine," a « >
îminized designation of her revolutionary namesake, Joseph Chatoyer. To augment
^ese links with power. Christophine's last name, Dubois (literally translated,—
: the wood), intertextualizee the celebrated resistance by maroons living in
in forests for which these two islands, Jamaica and Dominica, were especiallyImplicit in Christophine's name, then, is the firm notion of struggle
a revolution against colonial domination.
The metaphorical density of Christophine's name makes Rochester's remark .
‘when
strides angrily through the forest even more telling: "I knew how to avoid '
-ry creeper and I never stumble once" (139). Rochester imagines he is above
-ng interfered with or halted in his colonial tracks. He scarcely realizes !
he has already been stopped, that the end of his life as a colonizer- -i« --s
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At a further metaphorical level, Christophine•s name constitutes “ °the^
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insurgents whom they neither acknowledge nor recognize as such.

After Christophine takes Rochester sharply to task about his treati^nt of
Antoifite, l e relees him to a
becomes the Coulibri parrot with d i p p e d
mother, Annette, who tries hopelessly to identify intruders

est lâ?" He
»
. . — eature

(like Annette) killed by insurrection. He threatens
people do io4,
i.ix , « th.
to put you out.?Í*ch « Î â Î
their jobs, collect their salary, little more:
solidarity - .iV
They not dLnn fool like you to put their hand on me" (159). Black solidarity
^^
even when it is based on fear of obeah - supersedes white authority.

--

Christophine dl...ntl.s Rooh.nt.r'e power befor,
onlookers. That she is the one community member who manifestly ma
hi.
eurprlee, for her dlereepeot etenU. in Inver..
ï „ . L e n t ,hé^r.oelv.d= .h. ... pr...nt«i to Mtolnett. .. *
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prideful, superbly orchestrated display of poetic justice, an old slave owning
S l o d z e ^ - s d f t becomes the denouncer - almost the executioner - of the new
colonizer. Revising Hélène Cixous's formulation. Christophine
uñÍeard!o¿ intersecíions with Rochester, the other; she deracinates invisibility.

For once she blazes her trail .... And for good reason. ^
twill have been the long history of gynocide. This is
the colonized peoples of yesterday, ... those who are locked up
. know better than their jailers the taste of free air.... ^On the
one hand she has constituted herself necessarily
capable of losing a part of herself without losing her integrity.
But secretly, silently, deep down inside, she grows and
multiplies

.Ô-3'S.Ï

■IftJ
£Äi( .

Her eh.ll.»ge to .hit. hVi«.ny Inore.... the oh.no. of culturel “ t o n ^ . -H.

mimicking locates Rochester as someone constructed
^
freed slaves have become the masters and he e c h ^ s them
Smicking constitutes a surrender of power to the other, a form of

hL

»M

^

collaboration.

in .ddltlon to D.ni.1 Co...y end chrietophlne, «.èli. i. . third .uh.lt.rn ,,.
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discerna its intact on Rochester. And she is prepared. The morning after their
sexual encounter, she is ready to leave for her sister's in Rio, her fear of
Christophine another Influential factor. Amélie turns the main trope of the
•rhlte couple's bonding - sex - against Rochester and Antoinette while respecting
:he black power-figure. Amélie avenges herself and the community for
Antoinette's lineage and for her animosity and ill-concealed jealousy; she
exploits Rochester's desire to teach Antoinette a lesson by using her black
■roman's body to her own end.
The fact that both Christophine and Rochester - for different reasons :ompare and even confuse Antoinette and Amélie, underlines the personal
.nterconnections between the community and vestigial white creoles. Rochester
:onflates them as sexual service stations and suspects miscegenous relationships
everywhere. As Rochester puts it before his great argument with Antoinette: *She
Antoinette] raised her eyebrows and the corners of her mouth turned down in a
uestionlng, mocking way. For a moment she looked very much like Amélie,
erhapa they are related, 1 thought. It's possible, it's even «probable in this
amned place" (127). In speculating on Amélie's relation to Antoinette, he
rejects an incestuous desire. Ris Implied guilt at daily Indulged sexuality is
^^^ly assuaged when he engages with a. black woman upon whose body such excesses
rfe traditionally expected and condoned. He is oblivious to the rancor he
idlates. The next morning, the cook leaves, emblematic of the end of
;rturance.
Ì'

Christophine, on the other hand, blends the unlikely pair together because
e despises human exploitation at any level: she excoriates Amélie's antics
ward Rochester, and Antoinette herself for slave-owning connections. She wants
maintain standards of behavior for the community while assuming rapacious,
‘
If-servlng conduct on the part of whites. Amélie is "worthless and good for
'
thing, she creep and crawl like centipede" (102). On the other hand, when
theater acts despotically, openly contemptuous of those around him, she 'leaves ^
a distance, she can be detached and more in control. This critical»juncture
Î
rks the clash of opposed textual ideologies
Christophine's departure from Granbois saps Antoinette of any confidence.
-—
Î can copy only as long as she can lean on Christophine. Consequently, when
theater baits Antoinette by having intercourse with Amélie within earshot,'she
•da for Christophine's home in the woods. Antoinette commandeers the
■rative, wrests it from Rochester, as it were. Her alliance with Christophine
enees the new colonizer just as Daniel Coaway's letter’makes him revert
vistically to the plantocratie ethic. Hence Christophine's strategy
.
actively causes the couple's separation, metonymic of the routing of white
er from the Caribbean.'
^
t
More happens besides. Not only does Rochester ".lose" his narrative at this
-ent point, but in the in course of Christophine 's. negotiations with «», s
lester, Antoinette also stops speaking.'“ Mediated through Christophine, the
resentative of the white creole plantocracy is absorbed (assimilated) by the i
-genous people. In the last section, when Rochester almost succeeds in *
•sforming Antoinette into what he desires, a madwoman who will validate his ■*
•man actions, Afrlcan-Caribbeans - not even present - nullify his power over
inette. She conjures up Christophine and Tla as living presences before she
3 into the flames. They inspire her and provoke (promote) her victorious yet
'~c decision.' She dies as she lived, torn between old and new worlds,
nated from both.
^
^
•
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In the course of Intercedine^ for Antoinette, Christophine, like her
plantocratie reflection. Aunt Cora, forces Rochester to face his moral
bankruptcy. Although he affects not to care if he and Antoinette separate, he
balks at the idea of her as another man's property. He may have had marriage
forced upon him but his mercenary values and those of family, his patriarchal and;j,^@
colonial tendencies, ultimately coincide. Antoinette must belong to him
t ^»1
exclusively whether or not he covets her as a possession. Unwilling to
countenance his jealousy, he blames Christophine for the. events; in classical
reaction formation, he attributes to others his own self-serving aggressive act.
He flees with Antoinette to England where she will be treated as historical
misfortune, a crazy wife whom he mercifully incarcerates in his own attic, not
institution.^^
■oVî

Despite multiple interactions with Daniel Cosway, Amélie, and finally with
Christophine, Rochester still Imagines he wields control, oblivious to the final
realignment of oppositions against his status as an expropriated land-owner.
When he assaults Christophine, his only recourse is a planter's classic. He
threatens her with jail. He will have her locked up just as he will lock up
Antoinette. He uses the power of institutions that uphold his class to further
oppress marginalized Afrlcan-Carlbbean and white women. His collaborator is Mr.^«
Fraser, a friend of the Cosways. Ironically, his in-laws' legal counsel enabled;
him (he thinks) to get rid of Christophine, the one person who defends Antoinettes^
and argues for justice. The moral world of the old and new colonizer has turnedr£r|
upside down.
.

'S

Despite Rochester's efforts to^ impose a western scenario onto the Caribbean,d^||
to treat Afrlcan-Caribbeans as nonentities, as deleted subjects, the despised
objects of his observations never define him as anything besides the "other."
Rochester may represent the history of a European return with all implied threats ^
of mastery, but the community dissolves the rights he assumes to "take up . . Jr-iSoi
airs of superiority." Orientalizing, they assert, is at least a two-way street
Rochester learns the hard way that African-Caribbeans can represent themselves. >4^
Exerting excess pressures on the overlord is part of a collective will within*
subordinated communities to determine the destiny of the Island, to nullify his
threats of usurpation, to delete him as a subject.
O
.a-»

Although Rochester remains vocal to the end, his agency has disintegrated.sifpi
What counts for him la no longer his power but what other people are saying,, *how.j|
they are looking at him: he worries that Baptiste despises him; he notes that <•.1
Hilda, the cook, has left without bidding him farewell; he parrots back to them»!,
admonitions by Daniel Cosway and Christophine. He has lost his authority. The /«
resistance script he hears all around him drowns out the colonizer's script.
Even the gaze of the colonizer is denied him. His ostensible *sign of control -:l
the departure for Europe and a bankrupt "civilization" - also bespeaks his
alterity; he is forced to absent himself. The black community silently controls ÿ p
him as his wild thoughts betray not only his inability to master the situâtion
but his realization of impotence and the dual Independent conspiracies of his
family as well as the island communities to manipulate him. He -is reduced toim.'
fugitive status that necessitates taking an old colonizer - a form of himself v%¡
as prisoner. In a sense he becomes the community's ventriloquist, with
•
Antoinette as a secondary dummy who can be voiced when memories of past life i
revivify her. The combine historical memory of the community and Antoinette--und<^^
him.
The African-Carlbbean narrative mirrors his duplicities, its surplus v-,j
meanings, the past and present oppositions it represents, like Christophine'sr, Ç

-
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final worda, baapaalcing the taxt's powerful unconacloue.
is a known and unfeared quantity

The etranger Rochester

'You think you fool me? You want her money but you don't want
her. It is in your mind to pretend she is mad. I know it. The
doctors say what you tell them to say. That man Richard he say
what you want him to say - glad and willing too, I know. She ^
will be like her mother.* You do that for money? But you wicked
like Satan self!'
I said loudly and wildly, 'And do you think that I wanted
all this? I would give my life to undo it. I would give my eyes
never to have seen this abominable placó.'
She laughed. 'And that's the first damn word of truth you
speak. You choose what you give, eh? Then you choose. You
meddle in something and perhaps you don't know what it la.' She
began to mutter to herself. Not in patois. I knew the sound of
patois now.
She’s as mad as the other, I thought, and turned to the '
. window.
•
- '*
- \
'*î
The servants were standing in a group under the clove tree.
’‘f* Baptiste, the boy who helped with the horses and the little girl
Hilda.
Christophine was right. They didn't Intend to get mixed up
in this business.
••
When I looked at her—there was a mask on her face and her
- eyes were undaunted. She was a fighter, I had to admit. ^ Against
my will I repeated, 'Do you wish to say good-bye to Antoinette?'
>
'1 give her something to sleep - nothing to hurt her. I ' *
don't wake her up to no misery. I leave that for you.'
'You can write to her,' I said stiffly.
'Read and write I don't know. Other things I know.'
-~
She walked away without looking back. »(160-61)
•’
t

^ ^ Cl T

Ci

In the end. Christophine simultaneously disappears and disperses herself
throughout "the rest of the text. Jean Rhys, that is, seems unatble^td *-chôreogra^'
a satisfactory position for the black protagonist.^^ In a sense. Christophine's
life is beyond Rhys's Imaginings. At an Impasse the text cannot respond to
itself. M-à-ì
Nonetheless, despite Christophine's physical absence, the register of ' '
subaltern voices resonates. Not only does the community silently s^ak through
snd to Rochester, but two of its menber burn into-Antoinette's iaia^inátion "before“'
’
the blaze.f^Their unassailable powér dominates despite the white creole author's'/
transparent intention to heroinize a'victimized Antoinette ^^^Rochester is pressed
into taking -oppression that he transported to thè 'islands back home to England.
He abandons''hia pseudo-colonial flefdom, ‘a figure of contesqpt who is left with an ^
empty syidbol - his alienated, seemingly'ungrounded,'^’wìfe.' Leaving thè Caribbean/ '
he has written'himself out of the human community, an unwitting, unwilling ' '
^indicator of pecóle's justice. The book's title. Wide Sargasso Sea, supplements
the text's refusal to accede to a classic realist closure. The novel is named
^fter a sea that is chock-a-block with sargaasum 'seaweed and devoid of the
" ^
Plankton that supplies basic food to fish. The particular type of sargaasum that
3^ows in the Sargasso Sea cannot reproduce sexually but only by fragmentation*.^^
^heae colonizers, old and new, the name suggests, cannot reproduce themselves."
^ey can only engender further distorted self-images.^' ^
««aÿ
.».

...
■*

s'
À'

*•

They sayi.,4^¿
So the finale - Antoinette's junp to Tia - mocks the opening line
when trouble comes close ranks, and so the white people did* (17). Divided
A Sâ.,'#
4
whites cannot close ranks. More than that, they cannot oven stay in the
Caribbean. They are people separated from life-affirming principles and from one
i
od ^ Ì(
another.
. ■

. ■

. •
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^

*
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The last section, told principally by Grace Poole, Antoinette's keeper in the
attic, and Antoinette herself, recapitulates the lives of slaves who were locked
in cellars, victims of systematic abuse. The attic of Thornfield Hall,
î'À 'fÿi f
Rochester's estate, provides an analogue to conditions of existence that
continually punctuated the pages of periodicals, such as the Anti-Slavery
Reporter, during slavexry.
Though immobilized, Antoinette strikes back with her only remaining weapon an erupting memory. Ho matter how Rochester tries to unhinge her with a
protracted, bestial existence, she sporadically recreates her old self and
creates herself anew. Like slaves of old she attempts to murder the owner of the
Great House. Moreover and just as much to the point, instead of fleeing or
resisting as many slaves did, she opts for that other time-honored alternative,
long considered one of the quintessential revolutionary acts of slavery -r.
suicide. She becomes a different kind of Cosway any way she can; she tries to
build a link with those earlier allies, Tia and Christophine, and with maroons
too; in short, with Rochester's designated others. Her suicide mimics the
actions of slaves, of communities she could not join. Clinical or not, her
madness derives fora the anarchy of colonizers in a last ditch stand. She
recognizes Rochester's inhumanity and, in doing so, she recognizes heinous past
actions of her family toward slaves. In groping to avenge herself, she
vindicates the actions of insurrectionary slaves and attempts atonement.

m

Jean Rhys has recirculated a version of Jane Eyre in which Rochester is held
accountable and madness is problematized. His decision to lock a woman up for
years more »>ian justifies her attack on step-brother Richard Mason when he visits
her in the attic and reminds her of his original negotiations with Rochester and
her "legal* status; her "lowering look," attributed by the community to a
condition derived from her mad family, is also encoded as a sign at the wedding
(as are her dreams) that she knows what is destined to befall her..'s

i

'

The narrative logic of the text upholds the author's planter-descendant
,
politic only if we "believe" the logic and closure of the original text, Jane
Eyre. In Wide Sargasso Sea, Instead, Rochester is the Coulibri parrot demanding
j|
to know who is there fighting him at the end; then he dies with his wings clipped %Jin an act of symbolic justice. Even so, whether African-Carlbbeans will
celebrate or .organize themselves after whites abandon the islands remains an opend:^
question. Only the suppressed of the text holds out the possibility of
tt-fg
unequivocal victory. Overtly, .readers witness Antoinette's and Rochester's
t%Jt§
double-edged triumphs; hers because she leaps to Tia and life-in-death but dies
anyway, excluded and unknown, yet terminating his family ties to the Islands; andassi
his because, while he is left with her money unencumbered, he is wotinded,
•’
socially displaced, and a historical anachronism. If he dies in the fire - an
:♦ ’
optional reading not excluded - then Wide Sargasso Sea is a different story.
-ôÿ
That revised text offers no closure.
At the overt level, then, the text favors Jean Rhys's class - the former
white planter class. Antoinette is meant to be a tragic heroine and excuses are g:
made even for Rochester's abysmal conduct in locking a woman up sine die. At the i
same time, Jean Rhys centerstages African-Caribbean protagonists and the
community as Charlotte Bronte never could. Christophine is a critical hero.
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although aho and other nembers of the Jamaican and Dominican conraunitiea are part
off the text's unconscious who have to fight through more orthodox readings« being
shunted awkwardly out of the text-to assert an oppositional agency. From her
class and race perspective, Jean Rhys cannot allow the Implied victors of the
text to be articulated as victors. That judgment lies elsewhere.
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